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Top: Kesar recently supervised a contractor doing blackberry clearance along the east and a portion of the north side of the DHAP runway. Here’s a screen shot of GoPro footage showing the appearance of the successful
work as it appears on approach to Rwy 25 DHAP. Above left, the Cruzer at Victoria Airport, and right, at the Stave lake gravel strip.

Cruzer Report
Bill Bird
RAA Chapter 85 Cruzer Year End Report for 2020
2020 was an ‘interesting’ year for the members
of RAA Chapter 85 and for the operation of the
Chapter’s Zenith 750 Cruzer.
As recounted in past Turn and Bank issues,
the year began with the aircraft finishing its test
flying and receiving its Special Certificate of
Airworthiness from Transport Canada. The carrying of passengers could begin and flights to
distant locations became possible. All was looking good for the year.
January, however, brought days of rain
and little flying opportunity. February was annual inspection time for the Cruzer. The plane
was moved to the RAA Maintenance Hangar
and over three weekends, many of the Chapter
members contributed to completing the inspection as well as addressing other issues. By the
beginning of March, all was ready for a summer
of flying and having more Chapter members receive guided conversion so that they might to be
PIC on the aircraft.
Then the COVID pandemic arrived with its
requirements for safety and social distancing.
Until the disease was better understood, it was
decided that having two people in the cockpit
was something which was not to be encouraged.
As a result, conversion pilots were not able to
introduce additional pilots to the Cruzer. It was
also not clear whether flying any distance from
Delta Heritage Air Park should take place as it
was unclear how the staffing at our surrounding controlled airports was being affected. As
a result, for the next few month, there were a
limited number of pilots able to make use of the
aircraft. Those few who did made sure that the

airplane engine was regularly used, even if only
for a quick flight in the local area.
Fortunately, by mid summer, the COVID
infections rate in B.C. was running at a low
number and larger socially distanced meeting
became possible. Conversion pilots Pete Sleeman and Kesar Nizzar became comfortable
with sharing the cockpit space, disinfection
procedures were in place, and several additional Chapter members were introduced to the
aircraft. Sebastien Seykora kept up his Aircraft
Manager and Chief Pilot role and also provided
training when he was available. For some members, it was an opportunity to begin actual conversion and for others, just an opportunity to
experience being a Cruzer passenger.
Gathering for aircraft maintenance also was
inconvenienced by COVID measures limiting
physical meetings. Many e-mails and phone
calls were exchanged. Maintenance work was
performed by individuals on their own or if extra hands were needed, masks and distancing
were required. Despite this, when maintenance
issues arose, members saw to it that the needed
work was completed and that the Cruzer was returned to airworthiness as soon as possible. Issues dealt with included replacing a flat tire and
subsequent wheel bearing adjustments, brake
line bleeding, trying to improve engine cooling,
and dealing with a stuck engine exhaust valve.
The most recent event occurred at the beginning
of December when the aircraft experienced an
in air fuel flow issue from one of the fuel tanks.
Several of the members gathered and went
through the fuel system with the problem being
traced to a blocked gas cap fuel tank vent.
Despite these challenges (including December return of poor weather as well as the need
for increased isolation due to rising COVID
numbers), the log book shows that the Cruzer
flew more than 121 hours in 2020. Ten pilots

are converted to the aircraft (with further pilots
almost converted). During the year, the Cruzer
flew to Vargas Island and several of the airports
on Vancouver Island, locations such as Squamish and the Stave Lake gravel strip, as well
as the usual Lower Mainland airports. So a successful first regular flying year for the airplane
even with the ‘interesting’ complication of the
COVID world.
At year end, the big transition is that Sebastien is stepping down from being Aircraft Manger of the Cruzer as he is taking on the position
of treasurer for Chapter 85. Sebastien has been
outstanding as Aircraft Manager. During the
final inspection and testing phases for the aircraft and then during this difficult year, Sebastien kept the operation on track and was always
available to give advice or take action whenever
contacted about a question or problem with the
airplane. Sebastien will continue as our Chief
Pilot. Harald Schiedel has stepped up to replace
Sebastien as Aircraft Manager. In the short time
Harald has been in the position, he has already
shown that he is a worthy replacement for Sebastien and that the aircraft management continues in good hands.

Opposite, top down:
-preparing to drain fuel from the right hand wing fuel tank
-checking fuel flow at the carburetor
-removing the carburetor fuel screen and checking fuel flow at the
lower sump
draining fuel from the left hand tank
using a borescope to examine the interior of the right hand fuel tank
downloading Dynon data to look at the fuel flow trace from the
problem flight

December Fuel Flow Issue
Recently, Jeff experienced in air loss of engine
power while flying and drawing fuel from the
Cruzer right side fuel tank. Jeff properly performed a cause check and switching to the
left tank resulted in power being restored. Jeff
aborted his flight and returned to Delta. During
his return, he again tried selecting the right hand
fuel tank as a test and once again experienced a
power loss.
Wednesday morning, Sebastien asked volunteers to aid in investigating this issue. Greg,
Paul, Penny and myself were available and
gathered at the hangar at 10:00 am. Helpfully,
the weather was beautifully sunny, calm and
frosty. What follows is a description of what
we investigated.
While the cowls were being remove, Sebastien pulled the flight data from Dynon. The
trace for Jeff’s flight did show that fuel flow to
the engine had declined and did cause a reduction in engine power. Jeff’s switch to the left
tank showed up as an immediate increase in fuel
flow and his later test of temporarily switching
back to the right tank showed up on the trace
as confirmed low fuel flow from the right tank.
Dipping the tanks indicated more than 30 litres
of fuel remaining in the right tank so the fuel
starvation was not the result of a low in tank
fuel level. Several tester full of fuel was sumped
out of each under wing drain and as well as the
sump drain below the fuel selector to check for
fuel flow and contaminants. No contaminants
were seen.
Sebastien had brought his bore scope and
viewed into the tanks in the area around the
filler necks. Meanwhile, Greg tried blowing
through the right hand fuel cap vent and to his
surprise, he indicated that he though the vent
was blocked. As we gathered around to watch
Greg blow, the vent gave a small pop sound and
Greg then indicated that he could now blow
through the vent. We then had a discussion
to decide whether a blocked vent might have
caused the right hand tank fuel starvation issue.
It was decided the flow path of the fuel through
the system still should be examined.
The Cruzer was moved out of the hangar and the fuel from the right tank was fully
drained (by removing the underwing drain) so
that Sebastien could use the bore scope to see
if there was any apparent blockage of the finger
screen located in the tank at the point where the
exit is to the fuel line. Examining the interior of
the drained tank, the finger screen seemed clean.
However, on the bottom of the tank could be
seen some small red coloured debris. Fuel was
put back into the tank, the aircraft was shaken,

and the fuel again drained and filtered until all
the debris was removed/captured. The debris
appeared to be red RTV paste (perhaps from
the initial attempt to install the fuel cap vents
(before pro-seal was finally used)) or perhaps
seal material from the original fitting of the fuel
gauge senders. The material removed would not
have been enough to block the finger screens.
The sump below the fuel selector was
checked and the screen examined for debris
or blockage. Nothing was observable and fuel
flowed (see below re draining left hand tank)
freely through the inlet to the sump. The fuel
line at the carburetor was removed and the
screen in the carburetor was checked. It was
clean.
We decided that the left hand wing tank
should also be checked for debris. The left tank
was drained, initially through the sump and
then the final amount through the removed under wing drain opening. The airplane was now
completely defueled so it was pushed back into
the hangar for further work. The interior of the
left tank was bore scoped and no blockages
were found. In the cockpit, the fuel selector
was unplumbed and removed. The selector was
check to confirm that the left/right/off positions
were working properly and that there seemed to
be no blockage on the right hand tank selection.
The selector has adhesive tags which seal the
unit to prevent disassembly so we did not try to
further open up the device. Compressed air was
blown in both directions through the fittings for
both right and left selections. No debris came
out of the selector. As the selector seemed to be
working properly, it was re-installed.
The only definite issue found was the apparent blocked right hand fuel cap vent. That
both fuel cap vents were now working was
confirmed by pouring liquid through them and
observing that they allowed the liquid to drain.
As the Cruzer fuel tanks were empty (and
the removed fuel stored in fuel cans), Sebastien suggested that it would be a good opportunity to do another calibration of the Dynon
fuel gauges. The Cruzer was pushed to the gas
pumps. 7 litres of un-usable fuel was metered
into each tank. Then the tanks were filled in 5
litre amounts with the corresponding number
being entered in the Dynon. I found that the
markings on the dip stick under read for the first
10-15 litres (good direction) and then are accurate for each tank for the remainder measures
to 45 litres.
As the fuel system seemed to now be flowing correctly, and as Sebastien/Paul were of a
weight which was allowable with a full fuel
load, they then took the Cruzer out for a late
afternoon training flight.

Business Meeting

Tuesday, January 5, 2021
Started 20:22
Minutes of last meeting on November 3, 2020
Motion: To approve the minutes as presented
Moved: John Macready
Seconded: Sebastien Seykora
Carried
Introduction of the 2021 Executive, Directors &
Ex-Officio Positions:
Executive:
President:......................................... Alex MacKay
Past President ..............................Peter Whittaker
Vice President:.................................Peter Sleeman
Secretary:............................................... Tim Novak
Treasurer:...................................Sebastien Seykora
Program Director:Peter Murphy/Kesar Nizzar
Custodian:...........................................Clif Dawson
Director:........................................Shawn Connelly
Director:............................................John de Visser
Director:....................................... Cyril Henderson
Director:..........................................John Macready
Director:...............................................Eric Munzer
Director:................................................. Tim Saxton
Ex-Officio (Appointed) Positions 2021
Aircraft Chief Pilot..................Sebastien Seykora
Aircraft Manager.........................Harald Schiedel
Buildings..........................................John de Visser
Membership Chair................................ Ran Sariel
Newsletter Editor....................... George Gregory
Webmaster...................................Poul Rasmussen
2021 Membership Dues
Chapter 85 Regular Annual Membership (with
RAA National Membership) $45 ($40 before Jan
7th 2020)
Student Chapter 85 Membership
.............................. $15 (insurance at RAA events)
RAA National Insurance Fee for non-national
members.............. $15 (insurance at RAA events)
Total for Chapter 85 Regular + RAA National
Insurance Fee..........$60 ($55 before Jan 5th 2021)
Chapter 85 Annual Membership with Cruzer
Pilot in Command privileges) (with RAA
National Membership)
............................. $145 ($140 before Jan 7th 2021)
RAA National Insurance Fee for non-national
members.............. $15 (insurance at RAA events)
Total for Chapter 85 Cruzer PIC + RAA National
Insurance Fee
............................. $160 ($155 before Jan 5th 2021)
Membership fees can be sent by e-transfer to our
Membership Chair, Ran Sariel
(ran.sariel@gmail.com)
Committee Reports:
Treasurer: Alex MacKay (2020 Financial Report)

2020 Year End Financial Report presented
John Macready – to whom should hangar rent
payments now be sent?
Should be sent to Alex now or to Sebastien later
Vice President: Peter Sleeman:
There will likely be no annual banquet this year
Secretary: Tim Novak: Nothing to report
Membership: Ran Sariel
28 members have re-upped so far for 2021
7 members with flying status
9 members are also members of RAA National
Aircraft Chief Pilot: Sebastien Seykora.N o t h i n g
further
Aircraft Manager: Harald Schiedel
Nothing further
Hangar and Workshop: John de Visser
Everything is great
Custodian: Clif Dawson
Not present, No report
DAPCOM News: John Macready
Presented a written report appended below
Newsletter: George Gregory
Not present
A Turn & Bank newsletter and national magazine
are both coming soon
Programs: Peter Murphy/ Kesar Nizzar
Peter not present
Kesar not present
Feb 2021 meeting will feature Peter Whittaker
presenting scratch building his Zenith 601
Gary Wolf is expected to present RAA National
during a future meeting
Announcements:
2021 Annual Awards Banquet: March or April,
venue and speaker to be announced later
2021 Annual Fly-Inn: tentatively the last Saturday of June
RAA Chapter 85 Pancake Breakfasts: Second
Sunday of January, April, October
RAA Chapter 85, Sunday, January 10th: – Cancelled
Motion to Adjourn 21:58 - By: John Macready,
Seconded: Ran Sariel
Cruzer C-FZXC Report
Flight statistics
Total airtime: 195.8 hours
Total hours flown in 2020: 121.5 hours
Main issues in 2020:
High cylinder head and oil temperatures during
summertime. Engine cooling is not optimal.
Air in break lines
Right main wheel had lateral play
Stuck exhaust valve of cylinder #2 due to lead
deposits
Engine fuel starvation due to clogged ventilation
valve in fuel cap.
Thanks to all members for their time and effort
to solve these issues and for the necessary main-

tenance.
Projects for 2021
Oil change due on January 9th, 2021
ELT inspection due on March 29th, 2021
Compass calibration due on February 16th, 2021
Horizontal stabilizer tail attachment brackets
inspection (Zenith Safety Alert January 2017)
Piano hinge inspection (Zenith Service Letter
November 2020)
Control Surface Clearance (Zenith Service Letter
July 2020)
Annual inspection due on March 1st, 2021
Conducted in 2020 by members under the supervision of Sebastien.
This year it is planned to make the necessary
improvements and repairs, prepare the aircraft
for the
annual inspection and have the inspection carried out by an AME.
Improvements and repairs
Engine cooling is still an issue
We need to revise the engine baffling.
Aircraft belly is full of oil coming from the
breather tube.
Relocation of engine breather tube or installation
of oil separator, (Airwolf US$ 600)
Pilot door replacement US$ 885 (new style, will
look different from passenger door, different
handle
location)
Repair cracks on lower cowling
Corrosion on metal parts (flaperons counterweight, nose gear leg, wing root attachment)
Moving static ports to correct location according
to plans
Adding of an inspection hatch
Greg prepared parts already
Fuel tank venting
Adding of carburetor and OAT gauges
Painting the aircraft
Prepare for painting (one weekend):
disassemble flaperons, wings, doors, elevator,
horizontal stabilizer, rudder
wash the aircraft with water and detergent, scrub
all metal surfaces with Scotch-Brite pads
metal surface conditioning: scuffing and cleaning only, no Alodine process or phosphoric acid
etching
necessary with SPI epoxy primer
cover and mask all not painted surfaces like
windshield, windows, tires, …
spray all surfaces with epoxy primer
Cure primer for one week (at least several days)
Paint with base coat and clear coat (one weekend)
Cure for one week
Assemble aircraft, do final inspection, apply final
decals, two-week time frame

Total estimated time 4-6 weeks
Cost for paint $3,000 to $4,000
Cost for painter (labour) $500 to $1,000???
Alternative is vinyl wrap.
Advantage: cheaper, primer not necessary,
greater design variations
Disadvantages: Who has experience with vinyl
wrap?
Dapcom Report for RAA Meeting
Jan 5, 2021
The Biannual Management Meeting was held on

November 19, 2020,

PROGRAM

recently, wood with a specified flame resistant
paint
Costs of building an aircraft have gone up over
the decades
Fewer young people are interested in building
planes
Few scratch built a/c being started, most starts
are kits, most popular kits are Vans RV series,
Glasair, and then Bearhawk/Bushmaster
Electric motors as primary propulsion are becoming popular
MD/RA has no affiliation or involvement with
RAAC or any other builder’s organization
There are only four MD/RA’s in BC
Most builders do not belong to an RAA chapter
Many homebuilt a/c are being imported from the
US by pilots who are not RAA members
FAA and Transport Canada regulations are similar but with some differences
FAA has DAR’s – Designated Airworthiness Representatives
FAA requires only the final inspection, no precover inspection required
Most builders in the US are members of the EAA

Bob Cutting spoke with us about the MD/RA
Program for inspection of amateur built aircraft
Explained MD/RA delegated authority to inspect
homebuilt aircraft to Transport Canada regulations and guidance
Help a/c builders navigate the paperwork and
construction specifications
Fasteners must be AN, materials, wiring, etcetera
must be aviation grade
Recent amateur built a/c requirements changes
Can now glue Ceconite to bare wood using
appropriate adhesive
Can no longer rebuild a wrecked certified a/c
and then register it as an amateur built
Can no longer combine parts from certified a/c
and then register it as an amateur built
Must be able to document that 51 percent of build
work was completed by the builder
Encoder must be calibrated to the transponder/
EFIS by a qualified technician or the builder must
prove qualification/ability to do so along with the
approved calibration equipment
Firewall must be steel, stainless steel, or, now

The Sliding Gate was completed and installed at
the entrance to the RAA Workshop pad.
The Red Gate has been repositioned at the east
end of East West taxiway.
The Ray Colley project has been put on hold due
to lack of funding.
Dapcom will investigate installation of additional drainage on field

MVRP set new hours for closure of the AP. Opening at 7:00 AM and close at 5:00 PM.
A wildlife biologist will be joining the Management committee to give us some guidelines in
that area.
Kesar will write a modification of the Noise
Reporting report and have it installed on the
Website.
Poul Rasmussen is our new Web Site Manager.
Submitted by J Macready, Chairman, DAPCOM

US allows paid experimental a/c builder advisors
Program: Sebastien Seykora and Harald Schiedel
discussed improvement plans for C-FZXC including paint and doors. They were looking for input
from as many people as possible
Harald was introduced by Sebastien
Presented a document outlining the plans for the
Cruzer during 2021 appended below
Decisions of those present:
Pilot door to stay as is until next year due to costs
Motion: To put money aside to get the Cruzer
painted or vinyl wrapped
Moved: Sebastien Seykora
Seconded: Harald Scheidel
Removed by Sebastien after discussion
Motion: To look into both painting and vinyl
wrapping the Cruzer, investigate costs of both and
then select the one most appropriate
Moved: John Macready
Nothing further after discussion
Harald will investigate vinyl wrap and find
someone to do it

Output from the Dynon during the rough running incident (see president’s report next page)

President’s Report /Alex Mackay
Each October we have our Annual General
Meeting where next year’s Chapter Executive is
established. The new Executive Team is listed
in the Minutes of our January General Meeting.
Our program for the October Meeting was
a very informative briefing from Sebastien
Seykora on the use of the SkyView Engine
Monitoring System (EMS) recordings to diagnose engine problems. The context here was a
recent observation that the Cruzer engine ran
roughly just after an engine start. As the engine
warmed up, it became smooth and for the subsequent flight the engine performed normally. Sebastien downloaded the Dynon EMS data from
the duration of rough running and uploaded the
data to the Savvy Aviation site for analysis. The
plot below shows RPM (Green), EGT1(red),
EGT2(yellow), EGT3(brown), EGT4(purple),
CHT(same colour assignment). Note the RPM
fluctuations and the low EGT for cylinder 2
and CHT’s for cylinders 2 and 4 are low - they
are on the same side of the engine). The report
from Savvy Aviation was that Cylinder 2 had a
sticky valve. The problem was fixed relatively
inexpensively using the ‘rope’ trick. Bill Bird
reported on this in the Fall Turn and Bank. The
take home message here is that the early repair
has prevented a ‘stuck’ valve, a much more
drastic problem probably leading to cylinder
replacement and maybe even a forced landing.
Output from the Dynon during the rough running incident can be viewed on the bottom of
the previous page.

A Request to Contributors:
When submitting material for the Turn and Bank,
please don’t add formatting (tabs, bullets, little
symbol thingies). These little gems need to be
manually removed before putting them into the
Turn and Bank, adding mega extra work to the
job. Just hit the return button at the end of each
paragraph, and that’s it. Anything more confuses
my software and needs to be taken out.
Also, make pictures submitted as big as possible.
This give me more design options. Thanks!
A new training video for the Zenith 750 Cruzer
has been posted to the RAA Chapter YouTube
channel. This video shows an in-cockpit view of
Sebastien demonstrating and commenting on
procedures from pre-engine start through to a
completed takeoff from Delta Air Park. It includes
check list use, using the Dynon Skyview engine

For our November meeting we were treated
with a video of Tiger Moth aerobatics from the
cockpit and an aerial tour in a CAC Winjeel in
Part II of Peter Sleeman’s account of his Australian Odyssey in early 2020. The rest of our season was eclipsed by Covid-19 concerns- there
was no Remembrance Day event at the Airport
and no Christmas party.
The Cruzer provided us with one more
learning experience before the end of the year.
A substantial power loss occurred in cruising
flight which was assessed in the air to be caused
by lack of flow from the right fuel tank. The aircraft engine operated normally when fuel was
switched to the left tank. The problem was later
determined to be plugged vent in the right fuel
tank cap. Kudos to pilot Jeff Clarke for expertly
managing this potentially serious incident.
So, to wrap up, it’s been a ‘different’ year
for Chapter 85. We had 3 regular general meetings, 3 in person socially distanced events including our Cleanup day in May, the Drone
Demo in August and our annual Show and Shine
in September and 5 Zoom meetings. The Zoom
meetings have been fun – we hope that more of
our members will join in next year, it is not at
all difficult to use Zoom and to my knowledge
it is quite safe. The Cruzer did well this year; it
has over 200 hrs flight time - imagine how much
time it would have accumulated without a pandemic! This was also a very good year for new
Chapter members- we had 11 new members join

our Chapter this year. We await patiently (maybe not that patiently) for a time in 2021 when we
can once again mingle in the Roundhouse and
organise special events like our Annual Fly-In.

Top: Our own Peter Sleeman is in the front seat of this Tiger Moth from
RAAF Williams, Point Cook Airfield near Melbourne, Australia.
Above: This is a CAC Winjeel from Classic Aero at the Ballina-Byron
Gateway Airport in Australia.

News and Stuff

monitor to perform the mag checks during run
up, and how the aircraft performs at takeoff. The
procedures may be useful review for anyone
flying the Cruzer or for anyone simply interested
in seeing the aircraft in operation. There are also
three additional short videos which are extracts
from the original longer video. These shorter videos
are to allow focus on those particular portions of
the demonstration for those wishing to review just
those procedures. To view, see these links:
RAA Zenith Cruzer procedures from pre-start
through to takeoff as demonstrated by Sebastien:
https://youtu.be/dp18mvGfBs4
Shorter videos extracted from the longer video:
-Demonstration of Cruzer procedures from
pre-start to taxi: https://youtu.be/FkxgTc-X_eo
-Run up including the Skyview engine monitor

being used for the mag check:
qtCnBBsA1ZI
-Cruzer take off demo:
be/8p2jOve6PIA

https://youtu.be/
https://youtu.

Volunteer for chapter activities: we can always
use people to help with upcoming chapter events
like the Pancake breakfast (Covid notwithstanding).
If you want to help out, contact any member of the
executive. Their contact numbers are on the club
website.
The Turn and Bank is a Publication of Chapter
85 of the Recreational Aircraft Association of
Canada. We are located at Delta Heritage Air
Park 4103 104 St, Delta, BC V4K 3N3.
Any suggestions, pictures or newlsetter
contributions can be emailed to George
Gregory at gregdesign@telus.net.

